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All Noun 8s- W 

WABBLERS ABBELRSW WABBLER, one that wabbles (to wobble (to move unsteadily)) [n] 

WADDINGS ADDGINSW WADDING, wad [n] 

WADDLERS ADDELRSW WADDLER, one that waddles (to walk with short, swaying steps) [n] 

WADMAALS AAADLMSW WADMAAL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WADMOLLS ADLLMOSW WADMOLL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WAFFLERS AEFFLRSW WAFFLER, one that waffles (to talk vaguely or indecisively) [n] 

WAFFLING AFFGILNW indecisive statement or position [n -S] 

WAFTAGES AAEFGSTW WAFTAGE, act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water) [n] 

WAFTURES AEFRSTUW WAFTURE, waftage (act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water)) [n] 

WAGERERS AEEGRRSW WAGERER, one that wagers (to risk on uncertain outcome) [n] 

WAGERING AEGGINRW act of risking something on uncertain outcome [n -S] 

WAGGONER AEGGNORW wagoner (one who drives wagon) [n -S] 

WAGONAGE AAEGGNOW conveyance by wagon [n -S] 

WAGONERS AEGNORSW WAGONER, one who drives wagon [n] 

WAGTAILS AAGILSTW WAGTAIL, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

WAHCONDA AACDHNOW wakanda (supernatural force in Sioux beliefs) [n -S] 

WAISTERS AEIRSSTW WAISTER, seaman stationed in middle section of ship [n] 

WAISTING AGIINSTW type of dressmaking material [n -S] 

WAITINGS AGIINSTW WAITING, act of one who waits [n] 

WAITRONS AINORSTW WAITRON, server in restaurant [n] 

WAKANDAS AAADKNSW WAKANDA, supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n] 

WAKENERS AEEKNRSW WAKENER, one that wakens (to wake (to rouse from sleep)) [n] 

WAKENING AEGIKNNW act of one that wakens [n -S] 

WALKAWAY AAAKLWWY easy victory [n -S] 

WALKINGS AGIKLNSW WALKING, act of one that walks [n] 

WALKOUTS AKLOSTUW WALKOUT, strike by workers [n] 

WALKOVER AEKLORVW walkaway (easy victory) [n -S] 

WALKWAYS AAKLSWWY WALKWAY, passage for walking [n] 

WALKYRIE AEIKLRWY valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n -S] 

WALLAROO AALLOORW large kangaroo [n -S] 

WALLEYES AEELLSWY WALLEYE, eye having white cornea [n] 

WALLOPER AELLOPRW one that wallops (to beat soundly) [n -S] 

WALLOWER AELLORWW one that wallows (to roll about) [n -S] 

WALRUSES AELRSSUW WALRUS, marine mammal [n] 

WALTZERS AELRSTWZ WALTZER, one that waltzes (to perform ballroom dance) [n] 

WAMEFOUS AEFMOSUW WAMEFOU, bellyful (excessive amount) [n] 

WAMEFULS AEFLMSUW WAMEFUL, wamefou (bellyful (excessive amount)) [n] 

WAMMUSES AEMMSSUW WAMMUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WAMPUSES AEMPSSUW WAMPUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WANDERER ADEENRRW one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose) [n -S] 

WANDEROO ADENOORW Asian monkey [n -S] 

WANGLERS AEGLNRSW WANGLER, one that wangles (to obtain or accomplish by contrivance) [n] 

WANIGANS AAGINNSW WANIGAN, supply chest used in logging camp [n] 

WANNABEE AABEENNW wannabe (one who aspires to be like someone else) [n -S] 

WANNABES AABENNSW WANNABE, one who aspires to be like someone else [n] 

WANNIGAN AAGINNNW wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n -S] 
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WANTAGES AAEGNSTW WANTAGE, something that is lacking [n] 

WANTONER AENNORTW one that wantons (to behave immorally) [n -S] 

WARBIRDS ABDIRRSW WARBIRD, vintage military aircraft [n] 

WARBLERS ABELRRSW WARBLER, one that warbles (to sing with melodic embellishments) [n] 

WARCRAFT AACFRRTW art of war [n -S] 

WARDENRY ADENRRWY office of warden (chief officer of prison) [n -RIES] 

WARDRESS ADERRSSW female warden [n -ES] 

WARDROOM ADMOORRW dining area for officers on warship [n -S] 

WARDSHIP ADHIPRSW state of being under guardian [n -S] 

WAREROOM AEMOORRW room in which goods are displayed for sale [n -S] 

WARFARES AAEFRRSW WARFARE, act of engaging in war [n] 

WARFARIN AAFINRRW chemical compound [n -S] 

WARGAMER AAEGMRRW one that wargames (to engage in simulated military conflicts) [n -S] 

WARHEADS AADEHRSW WARHEAD, front part of missile containing explosive [n] 

WARHORSE AEHORRSW musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess [n -S] 

WARINESS AEINRSSW state of being wary (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [n -ES] 

WARISONS AINORSSW WARISON, call to attack [n] 

WARLOCKS ACKLORSW WARLOCK, sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n] 

WARLORDS ADLORRSW WARLORD, military leader of warlike nation [n] 

WARMAKER AAEKMRRW one that wars (to engage in war (state of open, armed conflict)) [n -S] 

WARMINGS AGIMNRSW WARMING, act or instance of making something warm [n] 

WARMNESS AEMNRSSW state of being warm (moderately hot) [n -ES] 

WARMOUTH AHMORTUW freshwater fish [n -S] 

WARNINGS AGINNRSW WARNING, something that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n] 

WARPAGES AAEGPRSW WARPAGE, act of warping (to turn or twist out of shape) [n] 

WARPAINT AAINPRTW paint used to decorate face and body before battle [n -S] 

WARPATHS AAHPRSTW WARPATH, route taken by attacking Native Americans [n] 

WARPLANE AAELNPRW airplane armed for combat [n -S] 

WARPOWER AEOPRRWW power to make war [n -S] 

WARRAGAL AAAGLRRW warrigal (dingo (wild dog of Australia)) [n -S] 

WARRENER AEENRRRW keeper of warren [n -S] 

WARRIGAL AAGILRRW dingo (wild dog of Australia) [n -S] 

WARRIORS AIORRRSW WARRIOR, one engaged or experienced in warfare [n] 

WARSHIPS AHIPRSSW WARSHIP, ship armed for combat [n] 

WARSLERS AELRRSSW WARSLER, wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n] 

WARSTLER AELRRSTW wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

WARTHOGS AGHORSTW WARTHOG, African wild hog [n] 

WARTIMES AEIMRSTW WARTIME, time of war [n] 

WARWORKS AKORRSWW WARWORK, work done during war [n] 

WASHABLE AABEHLSW something that can be washed without damage [n -S] 

WASHBAGS AABGHSSW WASHBAG, small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n] 

WASHBOWL ABHLOSWW bowl used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASHDAYS AADHSSWY WASHDAY, day set aside for washing clothes [n] 

WASHINGS AGHINSSW WASHING, articles washed or to be washed [n] 

WASHOUTS AHOSSTUW WASHOUT, erosion of earth by action of water [n] 

WASHRAGS AAGHRSSW WASHRAG, small cloth used for washing oneself [n] 

WASHROOM AHMOORSW lavatory (room equipped with washing and toilet facilities) [n -S] 
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WASHTUBS ABHSSTUW WASHTUB, tub used for washing clothes [n] 

WASTAGES AAEGSSTW WASTAGE, something that is wasted [n] 

WASTELOT AELOSTTW vacant lot [n -S] 

WASTERIE AEEIRSTW wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -RIES] 

WASTEWAY AAESTWWY channel for excess water [n -S] 

WASTRELS AELRSSTW WASTREL, one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n] 

WASTRIES AEIRSSTW WASTRIE, wastry (reckless extravagance) [n] / WASTRY [n] 

WATCHCRY ACCHRTWY password (secret word that must be spoken to gain admission) [n -RIES] 

WATCHERS ACEHRSTW WATCHER, one that watches (to observe carefully) [n] 

WATCHEYE ACEEHTWY walleye (eye having white cornea) [n -S] 

WATCHMAN AACHMNTW man employed to stand guard [n -MEN ] 

WATCHMEN ACEHMNTW WATCHMAN, man employed to stand guard [n] 

WATCHOUT ACHOTTUW act of looking out for something [n -S] 

WATERAGE AAEEGRTW conveyance of goods by water [n -S] 

WATERBED ABDEERTW bed whose mattress is plastic bag filled with water [n -S] 

WATERBUS ABERSTUW large motorboat for carrying passengers [n -ES, -SSES] 

WATERDOG ADEGORTW large salamander [n -S] 

WATERERS AEERRSTW WATERER, one that waters (to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid)) [n] 

WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S] 

WATERING AEGINRTW act of one that waters [n -S] 

WATERJET AEEJRTTW stream of water forced through small opening [n -S] 

WATERLOO AELOORTW decisive defeat [n -S] 

WATERMAN AAEMNRTW boatman (one who works on boats) [n -MEN] 

WATERMEN AEEMNRTW WATERMAN, boatman (one who works on boats) [n] 

WATERSKI AEIKRSTW ski for skiing on water [n -S] 

WATERWAY AAERTWWY navigable body of water [n -S] 

WATTAGES AAEGSTTW WATTAGE, amount of power in terms of watts [n] 

WATTAPES AAEPSTTW WATTAPE, watap (thread made from roots of various trees) [n] 

WATTHOUR AHORTTUW unit of energy [n -S] 

WAVEBAND AABDENVW range of radio frequencies [n -S] 

WAVEFORM AEFMORVW type of mathematical graph [n -S] 

WAVELETS AEELSTVW WAVELET, small wave [n] 

WAVEOFFS AEFFOSVW WAVEOFF, act of denying landing permission to approaching aircraft [n] 

WAVERERS AEERRSVW WAVERER, one that wavers (to move back and forth) [n] 

WAVICLES ACEILSVW WAVICLE, subatomic particle that can act like both wave and particle [n] 

WAVINESS AEINSSVW state of being wavy (having waves) [n -ES] 

WAXBERRY ABERRWXY berry with waxy coating [n -RIES] 

WAXBILLS ABILLSWX WAXBILL, tropical bird [n] 

WAXINESS AEINSSWX quality of being waxy (resembling wax) [n -ES] 

WAXPLANT AALNPTWX tropical plant [n -S] 

WAXWEEDS ADEESWWX WAXWEED, annual herb [n] 

WAXWINGS AGINSWWX WAXWING, type of passerine bird [n] 

WAXWORKS AKORSWWX WAXWORK, effigy made of wax [n] 

WAXWORMS AMORSWWX WAXWORM, moth that infests beehives [n] 

WAYBACKS AABCKSWY WAYBACK, interior area at back of vehicle [n]  

WAYBILLS ABILLSWY WAYBILL, list of goods relative to shipment [n] 

WAYFARER AAEFRRWY traveler (one that travels (to go from one place to another)) [n -S] 
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WAYGOING AGGINOWY act of leaving (to go away from) [n -S] 

WAYLAYER AAELRWYY one that waylays (to ambush (to attack from concealed place)) [n -S] 

WAYMARKS AAKMRSWY WAYMARK, object that serves as guide for travelers [n] 

WAYPOINT AINOPTWY point between major points along route [n -S] 

WAYSIDES ADEISSWY WAYSIDE, side of road [n] 

WEAKENER AEEEKNRW one that weakens (to make weak) [n -S] 

WEAKFISH AEFHIKSW marine fish [n -ES] 

WEAKLING AEGIKLNW weak person [n -S] 

WEAKNESS AEEKNSSW state of being weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [n -ES] 

WEAKSIDE ADEEIKSW side of basketball court with fewer players [n -S] 

WEANLING AEGILNNW recently weaned child or animal [n -S] 

WEAPONRY AENOPRWY aggregate of weapons [n -RIES] 

WEARABLE AABEELRW garment [n -S] 

WEASANDS AADENSSW WEASAND, throat [n] 

WEAVINGS AEGINSVW WEAVING, activity of creating woven materials [n] 

WEAZANDS AADENSWZ WEAZAND, weasand (throat) [n] 

WEBBINGS BBEGINSW WEBBING, woven strip of fiber [n] 

WEBINARS ABEINRSW WEBINAR, live interactive educational presentation conducted on website [n] 

WEBISODE BDEEIOSW episode of television show that can be viewed on website [n -S] 

WEBPAGES ABEEGPSW WEBPAGE, single document on World Wide Web [n] 

WEBSITES BEEISSTW WEBSITE, set of interconnected webpages maintained by individual or organization [n] 

WEBSTERS BEERSSTW WEBSTER, weaver (one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads)) [n] 

WEBWORKS BEKORSWW WEBWORK, weblike pattern or structure [n] 

WEBWORMS BEMORSWW WEBWORM, web-spinning caterpillar [n] 

WEBZINES BEEINSWZ WEBZINE, magazine published on Internet [n] 

WEDDINGS DDEGINSW WEDDING, marriage ceremony [n] 

WEDLOCKS CDEKLOSW WEDLOCK, state of being married [n] 

WEEDBEDS BDDEEESW WEEDBED, area of body of water having many weeds [n] 

WEEDLINE DEEEILNW edge of weedbed [n -S] 

WEEKDAYS ADEEKSWY WEEKDAY, any day of week except Saturday and Sunday [n] 

WEEKLIES EEEIKLSW WEEKLY, publication issued once week [n] 

WEEPINGS EEGINPSW WEEPING, act of one that weeps [n] 

WEIGELAS AEEGILSW WEIGELA, flowering shrub [n] 

WEIGELIA AEEGIILW weigela (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

WEIGHERS EEGHIRSW WEIGHER, one that weighs (to determine weight of) [n] 

WEIGHMAN AEGHIMNW one whose occupation is weighing goods [n -MEN] 

WEIGHMEN EEGHIMNW WEIGHMAN, one whose occupation is weighing goods [n] 

WEIGHTER EEGHIRTW one that weights (to add weight (heaviness) to) [n -S] 

WEIRDIES DEEIIRSW WEIRDIE, very strange person [n] / WEIRDY [n] 

WEIRDOES DEEIORSW WEIRDO, weirdie (very strange person) [n] 

WELCHERS CEEHLRSW WELCHER, one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n] 

WELCOMER CEELMORW one that welcomes (to greet cordially) [n -S] 

WELDMENT DEELMNTW unit composed of welded pieces [n -S] 

WELFARES AEEFLRSW WELFARE, general well-being [n] 

WELLADAY AADELLWY wellaway (expression of sorrow) [n -S] 

WELLAWAY AAELLWWY expression of sorrow [n -S] 

WELLCURB BCELLRUW stone ring around well (hole dug in ground to obtain water) [n -S] 
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WELLDOER DEELLORW doer of good deeds [n -S] 

WELLHEAD ADEEHLLW source of spring or stream [n -S] 

WELLHOLE EEHLLLOW shaft of well [n -S] 

WELLNESS EELLNSSW state of being healthy (having good health) [n -ES] 

WELLSITE EEILLSTW mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

WELSHERS EEHLRSSW WELSHER, one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n] 

WELTINGS EGILNSTW WELTING, cord or strip used to reinforce seam [n] 

WENCHERS CEEHNRSW WENCHER, one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n] 

WENDIGOS DEGINOSW WENDIGO, windigo (evil demon in Algonquian mythology) [n] 

WEREGILD DEEGILRW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WEREWOLF EEFLORWW person capable of assuming form of wolf [n -LVES] 

WERGELDS DEEGLRSW WERGELD, price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law [n] 

WERGELTS EEGLRSTW WERGELT, wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n] 

WERGILDS DEGILRSW WERGILD, wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n] 

WESSANDS ADENSSSW WESSAND, weasand (throat) [n] 

WESTERLY EELRSTWY wind from west [n -LIES] 

WESTERNS EENRSSTW WESTERN, one who lives in west [n] 

WESTINGS EGINSSTW WESTING, shifting west [n] 

WESTWARD ADERSTWW direction toward west [n -S] 

WETLANDS ADELNSTW WETLAND, land containing much soil moisture [n] 

WETSUITS EISSTTUW WETSUIT, close-fitting rubberlike suit worn in cold water by skin divers [n] 

WETTINGS EGINSTTW WETTING, liquid used in moistening something [n] 

WETWARES AEERSTWW WETWARE, human brain when considered as functionally equivalent to computer [n] 

WHACKERS ACEHKRSW WHACKER, one that whacks (to strike sharply) [n] 

WHACKING ACGHIKNW act or instance of striking something sharply [n -S] 

WHACKOES ACEHKOSW WHACKO, wacko (wacky person) [n] 

WHALEMAN AAEHLMNW whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n -MEN] 

WHALEMEN AEEHLMNW WHALEMAN, whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n] 

WHALINGS AGHILNSW WHALING, industry of hunting and processing whales [n] 

WHAMMIES AEHIMMSW WHAMMY, supernatural spell bringing bad luck [n] 

WHANGEES AEEGHNSW WHANGEE, Asian grass [n] 

WHAPPERS AEHPPRSW WHAPPER, whopper (something unusually large) [n] 

WHARFAGE AAEFGHRW use of wharf [n -S] 

WHATNESS AEHNSSTW true nature of something [n -ES] 

WHATNOTS AHNOSTTW WHATNOT, ornamental set of shelves [n] 

WHATSITS AHISSTTW WHATSIT, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n] 

WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S] 

WHEATENS AEEHNSTW WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n] 

WHEEDLER DEEEHLRW one that wheedles (to attempt to persuade by flattery) [n -S] 

WHEELERS EEEHLRSW WHEELER, one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n] 

WHEELIES EEEHILSW WHEELIE, maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n] 

WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S] 

WHEELMAN AEEHLMNW helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN] 

WHEELMEN EEEHLMNW WHEELMAN, helmsman (one that steers ship) [n] 

WHEEZERS EEEHRSWZ WHEEZER, one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n] 

WHETTERS EEHRSTTW WHETTER, one that whets (to sharpen by friction) [n] 

WHEYFACE ACEEFHWY pale, sallow face [n -S] 
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WHIFFERS EFFHIRSW WHIFFER, one that whiffs (to blow or convey with slight gusts of air) [n] 

WHIFFETS EFFHISTW WHIFFET, insignificant person [n] 

WHIFFLER EFFHILRW one that whiffles (to move or think erratically) [n -S] 

WHIMBREL BEHILMRW shore bird [n -S] 

WHIMSEYS EHIMSSWY WHIMSEY, whimsy (whim (impulsive idea)) [n] 

WHIMSIES EHIIMSSW WHIMSY, whim (impulsive idea) [n] 

WHINCHAT ACHHINTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WHINGERS EGHINRSW WHINGER, one that whinges (to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound)) [n] 

WHIPCORD CDHIOPRW strong, twisted cord [n -S] 

WHIPPERS EHIPPRSW WHIPPER, one that whips (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [n] 

WHIPPETS EHIPPSTW WHIPPET, small, swift dog [n] 

WHIPPING GHIINPPW material used to whip [n -S] 

WHIPPITS HIIPPSTW WHIPPIT, small container of nitrous oxide [n] 

WHIPRAYS AHIPRSWY WHIPRAY, stingray (flat-bodied marine fish) [n] 

WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S] 

WHIPWORM HIMOPRWW parasitic worm [n -S] 

WHIRLERS EHILRRSW WHIRLER, one that whirls (to revolve rapidly) [n] 

WHIRLIES EHIILRSW WHIRLY, small tornado [n] 

WHISKERS EHIKRSSW WHISKER, hair on man's face [n] 

WHISKEYS EHIKSSWY WHISKEY, liquor [n] 

WHISKIES EHIIKSSW WHISKY, whiskey (liquor) [n] 

WHISTLER EHILRSTW one that whistles (to make shrill, clear musical sound) [n -S] 

WHITECAP ACEHIPTW wave with crest of foam [n -S] 

WHITEFLY EFHILTWY small whitish insect [n -LIES] 

WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white) [n -S] 

WHITEOUT EHIOTTUW arctic weather condition [n -S] 

WHITINGS GHIINSTW WHITING, marine food fish [n] 

WHITLOWS HILOSTWW WHITLOW, inflammation of finger or toe [n] 

WHITRACK ACHIKRTW weasel [n -S] 

WHITTERS EHIRSTTW WHITTER, large draft of liquor [n] 

WHITTLER EHILRTTW one that whittles (to cut or shave bits from) [n -S] 

WHITTRET EHIRTTTW weasel [n -S] 

WHIZBANG ABGHINWZ type of explosive shell [n -S] 

WHIZZERS EHIRSWZZ WHIZZER, one that whizzes (to move with buzzing or hissing sound) [n] 

WHODUNIT DHINOTUW mystery story [n -S] 

WHOLISMS HILMOSSW WHOLISM, holism (philosophical theory) [n] 

WHOOMPHS HHMOOPSW WHOOMPH, whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n] 

WHOOPEES EEHOOPSW WHOOPEE, boisterous fun [n] 

WHOOPERS EHOOPRSW WHOOPER, one that whoops (to utter loud cries) [n] 

WHOOPIES EHIOOPSW WHOOPIE, whoopee (boisterous fun) [n] 

WHOOPLAS AHLOOPSW WHOOPLA, noisy commotion [n] 

WHOPPERS EHOPPRSW WHOPPER, something unusually large [n] 

WHOREDOM DEHMOORW prostitution [n -S] 

WHORESON EHNOORSW bastard (illegitimate child) [n -S] 

WHORINGS GHINORSW WHORING, use of services of prostitute [n] 

WHORTLES EHLORSTW WHORTLE, whort (edible berry) [n] 

WHOSISES EHIOSSSW WHOSIS, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n] 
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WICKAPES ACEIKPSW WICKAPE, wicopy (flowering shrub) [n] 

WICKINGS CGIIKNSW WICKING, material for wicks [n] 

WICKIUPS CIIKPSUW WICKIUP, Native American hut [n] 

WICKYUPS CIKPSUWY WICKYUP, wickiup (Native American hut) [n] 

WICOPIES CEIIOPSW WICOPY, flowering shrub [n] 

WIDEBODY BDDEIOWY jet aircraft having wide fuselage [n -DIES] 

WIDENERS DEEINRSW WIDENER, one that widens (to make wide or wider) [n] 

WIDENESS DEEINSSW state of being wide (having great extent from side to side) [n -ES] 

WIDEOUTS DEIOSTUW WIDEOUT, receiver in football [n] 

WIDGEONS DEGINOSW WIDGEON, river duck [n] 

WIDOWERS DEIORSWW WIDOWER, man whose wife has died and who has not remarried [n] 

WIELDERS DEEILRSW WIELDER, one that wields (to handle or use effectively) [n] 

WIFEDOMS DEFIMOSW WIFEDOM, status or function of wife [n] 

WIFEHOOD DEFHIOOW state of being wife (woman married to man) [n -S] 

WIGGINGS GGGIINSW WIGGING, scolding (harsh reproof) [n] 

WIGGLERS EGGILRSW WIGGLER, one that wiggles (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [n] 

WIGMAKER AEGIKMRW one that makes wigs [n -S] 

WILDCARD ACDDILRW symbol used in database search to represent unspecified characters [n -S] 

WILDFIRE DEFIILRW raging, destructive fire [n -S] 

WILDFOWL DFILLOWW wild game bird [n -S] 

WILDINGS DGIILNSW WILDING, wild plant or animal [n] 

WILDLAND ADDILLNW uncultivated land [n -S] 

WILDLIFE DEFIILLW wild animals and vegetation [n WILDLIFE] 

WILDLING DGIILLNW wilding (wild plant or animal) [n -S] 

WILDNESS DEILNSSW state of being wild (living in natural state) [n -ES] 

WILDWOOD DDILOOWW natural forest land [n -S] 

WILINESS EIILNSSW quality of being wily (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

WILLIWAU AIILLUWW williwaw (violent gust of cold wind) [n -S] 

WILLIWAW AIILLWWW violent gust of cold wind [n -S] 

WILLOWER EILLORWW one that willows (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [n -S] 

WILLYWAW AILLWWWY williwaw (violent gust of cold wind) [n -S] 

WINCHERS CEHINRSW WINCHER, one that winches (to raise with winch (hoisting machine)) [n] 

WINDAGES ADEGINSW WINDAGE, effect of wind (air in natural motion) on projectile [n] 

WINDBAGS ABDGINSW WINDBAG, talkative person [n] 

WINDBELL BDEILLNW light bell that can be sounded by wind [n -S] 

WINDFALL ADFILLNW sudden and unexpected gain [n -S] 

WINDFLAW ADFILNWW gust of wind [n -S] 

WINDGALL ADGILLNW swelling on horse's leg [n -S] 

WINDIGOS DGIINOSW WINDIGO, evil demon in Algonquian mythology [n] 

WINDINGS DGIINNSW WINDING, material wound about object [n] 

WINDLING DGIILNNW bundle of straw [n -S] 

WINDLOAD ADDILNOW force exerted by wind on structure [n -S] 

WINDPACK ACDIKNPW snow that has been compacted by wind [n -S] 

WINDPIPE DEIINPPW trachea (passage for conveying air to lungs) [n -S] 

WINDSAIL ADIILNSW funnel of sailcloth used to convey air down into lower parts of ship [n -S] 

WINDSLAB ABDILNSW crust formed on soft snow by wind [n -S] 

WINDSOCK CDIKNOSW device used to indicate wind direction [n -S] 
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WINDWARD ADDINRWW direction from which wind blows [n -S] 

WINDWAYS ADINSWWY WINDWAY, passage for air [n] 

WINERIES EEIINRSW WINERY, establishment for making wine [n] 

WINESAPS AEINPSSW WINESAP, red apple with somewhat tart flesh [n] 

WINESHOP EHINOPSW shop where wine is sold [n -S] 

WINESKIN EIIKNNSW goatskin bag for holding wine [n -S] 

WINESOPS EINOPSSW WINESOP, food sopped in wine [n] 

WINGBACK ABCGIKNW certain player in football [n -S] 

WINGBEAT ABEGINTW one full set of motions of wing in flying [n -S] 

WINGBOWS BGINOSWW WINGBOW, mark on wing of domestic fowl [n] 

WINGDING DGGIINNW lively party [n -S] 

WINGLETS EGILNSTW WINGLET, small wing [n] 

WINGNUTS GINNSTUW WINGNUT, nut with projections for gripping with thumb and finger [n] 

WINGOVER EGINORVW flight maneuver [n -S] 

WINGSPAN AGINNPSW distance from tip of one of pair of wings to that of other [n -S] 

WINGTIPS GIINPSTW WINGTIP, type of man's shoe [n] 

WINKLERS EIKLNRSW WINKLER, one that winkles (to displace, extract, or evict from position) [n] 

WINNINGS GIINNNSW WINNING, money won in game or competition [n] 

WINNOCKS CIKNNOSW WINNOCK, window [n] 

WINNOWER EINNORWW one that winnows (to free grain from impurities) [n -S] 

WINTERER EEINRRTW one that winters (to pass winter (coldest season of year)) [n -S] 

WIPEOUTS EIOPSTUW WIPEOUT, fall from surfboard [n] 

WIREHAIR AEHIIRRW dog having wiry coat [n -S] 

WIRELINE EEIILNRW telegraph or telephone wire [n -S] 

WIREWAYS AEIRSWWY WIREWAY, tube for protecting electric wires [n] 

WIREWORK EIKORRWW article made of wire [n -S] 

WIREWORM EIMORRWW wirelike worm [n -S] 

WIRINESS EIINRSSW quality of being wiry (resembling wire) [n -ES] 

WISEACRE ACEEIRSW pretentiously wise person [n -S] 

WISEGUYS EGISSUWY WISEGUY, mobster (gangster (member of criminal gang)) [n] 

WISENESS EEINSSSW wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -ES] 

WISHBONE BEHINOSW forked bone in front of bird's breastbone [n -S] 

WISTARIA AAIIRSTW wisteria (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

WISTERIA AEIIRSTW flowering shrub [n -S] 

WITCHERY CEHIRTWY sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES] 

WITCHING CGHIINTW sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -S] 

WITHERER EEHIRRTW one that withers (to dry up and wilt) [n -S] 

WITHEROD DEHIORTW North American shrub [n -S] 

WITHOUTS HIOSTTUW WITHOUT, exterior place or area [n] 

WITLINGS GIILNSTW WITLING, one who considers himself witty [n] 

WITLOOFS FILOOSTW WITLOOF, chicory (perennial herb) [n] 

WITTINGS GIINSTTW WITTING, knowledge [n] 

WIZARDRY ADIRRWYZ sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES] 

WOBBLERS BBELORSW WOBBLER, one that wobbles (to move unsteadily) [n] 

WOBBLIES BBEILOSW WOBBLY, member of Industrial Workers of World [n] 

WOLFFISH FFHILOSW marine fish [n -ES] 

WOLFRAMS AFLMORSW WOLFRAM, tungsten (metallic element) [n] 
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WOLFSKIN FIKLNOSW skin of wolf [n -S] 

WOMANISM AIMMNOSW belief in or respect for women [n -S] 

WOMANIST AIMNOSTW supporter of womanism [n -S] 

WOMMERAS AEMMORSW WOMMERA, womera (device used to propel spears) [n] 

WONDERER DEENORRW one that wonders (to have feeling of curiosity or doubt) [n -S] 

WOODBIND BDDINOOW woodbine (European shrub) [n -S] 

WOODBINE BDEINOOW European shrub [n -S] 

WOODBINS BDINOOSW WOODBIN, bin for holding firewood [n] 

WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S] 

WOODCOCK CCDKOOOW game bird [n -S] 

WOODCUTS CDOOSTUW WOODCUT, engraved block of wood [n] 

WOODFERN DEFNOORW evergreen fern [n -S] 

WOODHENS DEHNOOSW WOODHEN, weka (flightless bird) [n] 

WOODLAND ADDLNOOW land covered with trees [n -S] 

WOODLARK ADKLOORW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WOODLICE CDEILOOW WOODLOUSE, sowbug (wood louse) [n] / sowbugs (wood louse) [n WOODLICE] 

WOODLORE DELOOORW knowledge of forest [n -S] 

WOODLOTS DLOOOSTW WOODLOT, area restricted to growing of forest trees [n] 

WOODMICE CDEIMOOW WOODMOUSE, field mouse [n] / field mice [n WOODMICE] 

WOODNOTE DENOOOTW song or call of forest bird [n -S] 

WOODPILE DEILOOPW pile of wood [n -S] 

WOODRATS ADOORSTW WOODRAT, North American rat having well-furred tail and large ears [n] 

WOODRUFF DFFOORUW aromatic herb [n -S] 

WOODRUSH DHOORSUW grasslike plant having leaves fringed with long hairs [n -ES] 

WOODSIAS ADIOOSSW WOODSIA, small fern [n] 

WOODSMAN ADMNOOSW one who works or lives in forest [n -MEN] 

WOODSMEN DEMNOOSW WOODSMAN, one who works or lives in forest [n] 

WOODTONE DENOOOTW finish that imitates wood [n -S] 

WOODWASP ADOOPSWW large wasplike insect [n -S] 

WOODWIND DDINOOWW musical wind instrument [n -S] 

WOODWORK DKOOORWW work made of wood [n -S] 

WOODWORM DMOOORWW wood-boring worm [n -S] 

WOODYARD ADDOORWY yard where wood is chopped or stored [n -S] 

WOOLFELL EFLLLOOW woolskin (sheepskin with wool still on it) [n -S] 

WOOLHATS AHLOOSTW WOOLHAT, one who works small farm [n] 

WOOLLENS ELLNOOSW WOOLLEN, woolen (fabric made of wool) [n] 

WOOLLIES EILLOOSW WOOLLY, garment made of wool [n] 

WOOLPACK ACKLOOPW bag for packing bale of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSACK ACKLOOSW sack of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSHED DEHLOOSW building in which sheep are sheared [n -S] 

WOOLSKIN IKLNOOSW sheepskin with wool still on it [n -S] 

WOOLWORK KLOOORWW needlework [n -S] 

WOOMERAS AEMOORSW WOOMERA, womera (device used to propel spears) [n] 

WOONERFS EFNOORSW WOONERF, road in Netherlands primarily for pedestrians and cyclists [n] 

WOORALIS AILOORSW WOORALI, curare (arrow poison) [n] 

WOORARIS AIOORRSW WOORARI, curare (arrow poison) [n] 

WORDAGES ADEGORSW WORDAGE, number of words used [n] 
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WORDBOOK BDKOOORW dictionary [n -S] 

WORDINGS DGINORSW WORDING, act or style of expressing in words [n] 

WORDPLAY ADLOPRWY witty exchange of words [n -S] 

WORKBAGS ABGKORSW WORKBAG, bag for holding work instruments and materials [n] 

WORKBOAT ABKOORTW boat used for commercial purposes [n -S] 

WORKBOOK BKKOOORW exercise book for student [n -S] 

WORKBOOT BKOOORTW sturdy leather boot for workers [n -S] 

WORKDAYS ADKORSWY WORKDAY, day on which work is done [n] 

WORKFARE AEFKORRW welfare program that requires recipients to perform public-service work [n -S] 

WORKFLOW FKLOORWW amount of work to and from office or employee [n -S] 

WORKFOLK FKKLOORW manual laborers [n WORKFOLK] 

WORKHOUR HKOORRUW any of hours of day during which work is done [n -S] 

WORKINGS GIKNORSW WORKING, mining excavation [n] 

WORKLOAD ADKLOORW amount of work assigned to employee [n -S] 

WORKMATE AEKMORTW fellow worker [n -S] 

WORKOUTS KOORSTUW WORKOUT, period of physical exercise [n] 

WORKROOM KMOOORRW room in which work is done [n -S] 

WORKSITE EIKORSTW area where work takes place [n -S] 

WORKSONG GKNOORSW song sung while doing physical work [n -S] 

WORKTOPS KOOPRSTW WORKTOP, work surface especially in kitchen [n] 

WORKWEAR AEKORRWW heavy-duty clothes for physical work [n WORKWEAR] 

WORKWEEK EEKKORWW number of hours worked in week [n -S] 

WORLDERS DELORRSW WORLDER, one who belongs to specified class, time, domain, or sphere of activity [n] 

WORMCAST ACMORSTW mass of earth left on surface by burrowing earthworm [n -S] 

WORMGEAR AEGMORRW gear wheel driven by worm (rotating shaft with threads) [n -S] 

WORMHOLE EHLMOORW hole made by burrowing worm [n -S] 

WORMROOT MOOORRTW pinkroot (medicinal plant root) [n -S] 

WORMSEED DEEMORSW tropical plant [n -S] 

WORMWOOD DMOOORWW European herb [n -S] 

WORNNESS ENNORSSW state of being worn (affected by wear or use) [n -ES] 

WORRIERS EIORRRSW WORRIER, one that worries (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [n] 

WORSTEDS DEORSSTW WORSTED, woolen yarn [n] 

WORTHIES EHIORSTW WORTHY, worthy person [n] 

WRANGLER AEGLNRRW one that wrangles (to argue noisily) [n -S] 

WRAPPERS AEPPRRSW WRAPPER, one that wraps (to enclose in something wound or folded about) [n] 

WRAPPING AGINPPRW material in which something is wrapped [n -S] 

WREAKERS AEEKRRSW WREAKER, one that wreaks (to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose)) [n] 

WREATHER AEEHRRTW one that wreathes (to shape into wreath) [n -S] 

WRECKAGE ACEEGKRW act of wrecking (to cause ruin of) [n -S] 

WRECKERS CEEKRRSW WRECKER, one that wrecks (to cause ruin of) [n] 

WRECKING CEGIKNRW occupation of salvaging wrecked objects [n -S] 

WRENCHER CEEHNRRW one that wrenches (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [n -S] 

WRENTITS EINRSTTW WRENTIT, long-tailed North American songbird [n] 

WRESTERS EERRSSTW WRESTER, one that wrests (to take away by force) [n] 

WRESTLER EELRRSTW one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [n -S] 

WRETCHES CEEHRSTW WRETCH, wretched person [n] 

WRIGGLER EGGILRRW one that wriggles (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [n -S] 
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WRINGERS EGINRRSW WRINGER, one that wrings (to twist so as to compress) [n] 

WRISTERS EIRRSSTW WRISTER, type of shot in hockey [n] 

WRISTLET EILRSTTW band worn around wrist [n -S] 

WRITEOFF EFFIORTW uncollectible debt that is cancelled [n -S] 

WRITHERS EHIRRSTW WRITHER, one that writhes (to squirm or twist in pain) [n] 

WRITINGS GIINRSTW WRITING, written composition [n] 

WRONGERS EGNORRSW WRONGER, one that wrongs (to treat injuriously or unjustly) [n] 

WRYNECKS CEKNRSWY WRYNECK, European bird [n] 

WURTZITE EIRTTUWZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

 


